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Susan Langer studied under a master of semiotics Cassirer. She researched    
Semiotics theory of Cassirer more deeply and meticulous, and contributed an ideology 
which supported by art symbol. She became a truly synthesizer of semiotics aesthetics. She 
regarded art symbol as researching target and probed into many art forms such as music, dance, 
drama and poem, thus united all of the art forms with the semiotics theory. She tried to understand 
many polymeric strengths of art expressiveness revolving around some problems such as intuition, 
emotion, life form and virtual image of art, and researched the ultimate meanings of art expressive 
characteristic deeply from a number of points of view. 
This article tries to commence art symbol and united sequence of ideas about Susan 
Langer’ semiotics aesthetics with the concept of expressive, probe into many significant concepts 
of art intuition, emotion, life form, art virtual image and so on, make her theory system captained 
by the topic of expressive art symbol, analyze the intrinsic characteristic of the expressiveness of 
art symbol, just the intrinsic characteristic of art symbol form which has absorb several objective 
essential factors. The intrinsic characteristic emerges the innermost value which makes art symbol 
have a foothold independently; the innermost value is just the inner appearance characteristic 
which makes art symbol penetrate deeply. And the intrinsic characteristic is also the innermost 
origin making art symbol illuminate the souls of human and send out values in the world, and the 
emerging characteristic of the expressiveness is originated from this special strength of the 
intrinsic characteristic.  So this article will develop from three parts .The first part discusses the 
theory meanings of symbol, particularly the art symbol. The second part, the priority of this article, 
analyzes several strengths of expressive. The first section discusses the basic meaning of 
expressive. The second section analyzes the universality and characteristic of art emotion. The 
third section discusses the individualism of art intuition .The forth section analyzes the feature of 
art as a life form. The fifth section summarizes the features of all kinds of art virtual image. The 
third part summarizes the marrow of the topic of expressive art symbol ,and make the inner 
appearance characteristic and the emerging characteristic of the expressiveness of art symbol 
appear. The section of epilogue summarizes the theory of semiotics aesthetics of Susan Lange. 
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